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Comments on JSC 'Detailed Review of "Space Debris Hazard to Defense Systems"' 

Gregory H. Canavan 

JSC's "Detailed Review" largely expands on the points discussed in the Review. Those 
treated in the "Discussion of the Review" are not repeated; instead, the place where they are 
discussed is referenced. As the texts of Space Debris Hazard to Defense Systems,l and JSC's 
Review and Detailed Reviews of it are available,2 to save space the "Detailed Review" full 
statement is not repeated; instead, in the attached copy of it, a number is placed in the left margin 
beside each point that requires "Comment," and a brief quote that describes the point is provided 
below. JSC's points on the Abstract are introductory and require no Comment at this point. 

1. The Detailed Review states "The author provides no explanation ..." 
Comment: The sentence cited is the Introduction of Space Debris Hazard, the points 

mentioned are addressed in the body of aAd the text below. The "uncertainties" referred to are 
small particle densities indicated in the first sentence, which are "overestimated by an order of 
magnitude," that might be addressed by radar and optical sensors. 

2. The Detailed Review states "The implication [of the statement that "different groups 
produced significantly different estimates of debris growth rates"] seems to be that there are 
many different groups ..." 

Eichler, Reynolds, and Kessler , who all collaborate on the same codes at JSC. Thus, it appears 
the Air Force is the only independent study. The other comments are addressed below. 

3. The Detailed Review states "JSC does not distribute a 'USAF Space Command 
Catalogue"' 

Comment: That is formally correct. JSC distributes a set of products that are loosely 
referred to as "US Space Command" products. The Air Force Space Command is only one 
component of the unified US Space Command. Thus, it would be more correct to say that "JSC 
distributes a US Space Command Catalogue." 

The principal figure defining the debris environment in the recent book on Orbital Debris 
by the National Research Council of the National Academy of Science (NRCLNAS) cites and 
discusses the "USSPACECOM flux at 400 km" and the WSSPACECOM flux at 500-1000 km," 
citing the USSPACECOM "SSC catalog (13 Sep 1994)."3 However, the Air Force Space 

Comment: JSC cites "three independent research groups" whose principals are Drs. 

.- 

1. G. Canavan, Space Debris Hazard, Space 96, Albuquerque NM, 1 June 1996. 
2. "Review of Space Debris Hazard "and "Detailed Review of Space Debris Hazard, NASA 
JSC July 1996. 
3. G. Cleghorn, Orbital Debris (Washington, National Research Council, 1995), p. 80, Fig. 4-1, 
"USSPACECOM flux 400 km;" "USSPACECOM flux 800-1,000 km." 



= .  

Command (AFSPC) maintains a catalogue of debris ephemerides, which USSPACECOM only 
distributes in that form. Neither US nor AF SPACECOM produces or distributes debris "fluxes." 
The source of Orbital Debris' "Flux of LEO cataloged objects" as a function of altitude and its 
comparison with "USSPACECOMs" flux is also unclear.4 When asked the source of the 
"fluxes" in Orbital Debris, the Chairman of the NRC Committee stated that they were provided 
by JSC. JSC was acknowledged as contributing heavily to that text. Thus, JSC effectively 
distributes a "Space Command Catalogue," as stated. 

This confusion also arises in the Interagency Report on Orbital Debris 1995 by the 
Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP), whose first figure on the debris environment 
is from a JSC briefing5 but is presented with a reference to USSPACECOM.6 The OSTP 
Interagency Report's "Impact rates"7 are also from JSC, as are the debris growth8 and Haystack 
data figuresg. Thus, if those figures are significantly in error, it will be necessary to revise the 
NRC's Orbital Debris and the OSTP's Interagency Report on Orbital Debris 1995 Itas well. . 

and attributed to Space Command are not grossly inconsistent with those distributed by the 
Commands themselves, which was unclear to the Commands at the outset of the study. However, 
there are significant differences, particularly with respect to JSC's advertised "completeness" for 
particles under 30 cm in diameter for which JSC's estimate seems very optimistic. 

4. The Detailed Review states that JSC "interpolated between data at 10 cm and data at 1 
mm. This is not extrapolation." 

Comment: In its "Discussion" of point 2 of the Review, Space Debris Hazard calculates 
that at 10 cm (at which the AFSPC Catalog is seriously incomplete), the variance of the Haystack 
data is about 20 times the mean it assigns to the Catalog. It also shows that JSC's interpretation 
cannot produce an unambiguous determination of particle size below 10 cm. Thus, there is no 
range of- debris sizes for which the Haystack data is both calibrated and meaningful, so Space 
Debris Hazard views JSC's extension of the catalogue to 10 cm as an "extrapolation," and its 
extension to 1 mm sizes as conjectural. The resolution of both issues depends on an independent 
evaluation of JSC's interpretation algorithm. 

5. The Detailed Review states "Haystack radar results [do not] represent "threat models." 

. ' 

However, Space Debris Hazard 's point was to note that the products distributed by JSC 

* 

4. G. Cleghorn, Orbital Debris, op. cit., Figs. 2 4-2 and 4-3. 
5. D. Kessler, "Models of the Current LEO and GEO Environment" and discussion, NASA JSC. 

6. Interagency Report on Orbital Debris (Washington DC, Office of Science and Technology 
Policy, 1995), p. 4, Fig. 1. 
7. Interagency Report on Orbital Debris, op. cit., Figs. 13 and 14. 
8. Interagency Report on Orbital Debris, op. cit., Figs. 11, 12, and 15. 
9. Interagency Report on Orbital Debris, op. cit., Fig. 18. 

16-17 August, 1995. 



Comment: Space Debris Hazard.. discusses "Defensive Systems" to which debris 

6. The Detailed Review states that "It is evident that-the author refers to the 1989 

Comment: That is the model briefed and compared with the Haystack data in the 

7. The Detailed Review states "ORDEM 89 was not written to be a 'worst case model." 
Comment: That is how Mr. Kessler described it in justifying the discrepancies above.11 
8. The Detailed Review states that "the world-wide launch rate has fallen in recent years 

due to the collapse of the Soviet Union, and mitigation measures to reduce the frequency of on- 

constitutes a "threat." 

Engineering Model." 

meetings at JSC.10 The errors in it are discussed in the Review Counterpoint 1. 

. 

orbit explosions have seen some success. The flux of small particles (1 mm to cm) in LEO has 
not increased as rapidly as the 1989 model predicted." 

Comment: The flux of catalog fragments in the JSC Review's Fig. 1 saturated in about 
1975-before the peak U.S. and Soviet launch rates-and they have not increased since. As the 
"mitigation measures'' were not imposed until later, they seem to be given credit for events that 
took place before they were enacted. The flux of mm to cm particles can only be inferred by 
Haystack, whose measurements cannot be interpreted unambiguously. The 1989 model seems to 
have been about an order of magnitude high. 

9. The Detailed Review states that "The author did not explain how he got those numbers 
[showing that the Haystack data gives a Space Station impact rate of about O.O03/year]." 

Comment: The author read *em off Fig. 5.4-2 of the JSC Haystack report.12 At 1 cm, 
the fluxes are = 4x10-6/m2-yr for all staring angles, which gives a collision rate of n 4x10-6/m2- 
yr, x 5,000 m2 = 0.063/m2-yr. 

derived from the Haystack da ta..." 

the (scaled) fluxes range from 5x10-8 to 1.5~10-6/m2-yr for various staring angles. Although 

10. The Detailed Review states that "Next, to reconstruct his number of 0.003 per year 

Comment: The Haystack data is read off the same figure in the same manner. At 1 cm, . 

these 20-fold variances are actually too large to be useful, but Space Debris Hazard used a mean 
value of 2x10-7/m2-yr for vertical viewing, which gives a collision rate of n 2x10-7/m2-yr, x 
5,000 m2 = 0.003/m2-yr, as stated. An average of the (very uncertain) means for different staring 
angles could give a value a factor of two larger. The ratio of the model and Haystack data 
derived rates is about a factor of 20, as stated. 

10. Meetings on Space Debris, NASA JSC, 16-17 
August and 16-17 October 1995. 
11. D. Kessler, "Models of the Current LEO and GEO Environment," op. cit. 
12. E. Stansbery et al, "Haystack Radar Measurements of the Orbital Debris Environment," 
NASA Report JSC-26655,20 May 1994, p. 49, Fig. 5.4-2. 



11. The Detailed Review states that "we have updated our engineering model ..." 
Comment: "Correcting" the model the author's reason for pointing out the discrepancy 

between the model and the Haystack data last summer, as Discussed in Review Counterpoint 1. 
12. The Detailed Review states that this point "Merits serious consideration." 
Comment: Agreed, JSC should base its analysis on the corrected values. 
13. The Detailed Review states that "NASNJCS has conducted research which does 

establish a monotonic relationship between object size and radar cross section ... RCS was 
collected at all viewing angles and over a wide wavelength range." 

do not hold for a single observation. Without it the other arguments are vacuous. 

not based on Haystack data but on data collected at a controlled range." 

determine the size of an object whose scattering cross section varies strongly with size and 
orientation that is observed from a single orientation. There is not enough information in the 
return. This is not a radar problem; it is a mathematical problem. 

statement" [that "Haystack data do not agree with catalogue values for larger particles."] 

magnitude larger than its mean; thus, no meaningful comparison of the AFSPC Catalogue and 
Haystack data can be made. 

acceptable is a naive view ..." 

impactslyear of a 40 sq. m satellite ... which is small compared to other operational factors 
considered in its amortization," to which there is no objection. The Detailed Review notes that 
the impact rate could be higher for smaller particles, although their flux is not known, as 
discussed above. 

satellite of 40 m2 surface area ... by multiplying the area by the flux ...[ to arrive at] = 0.04 
collisions/year in a 1,000 satellite constellation] ... the radius of both the target and the impactor 
must be taken into account. 

impactor radii are included. As noted above, impacts by smaller objects are about 6 times more 
likely, so treating the target and the impactor radii only give a 25-3096 correction, which is small 

Comment: This is Discussed in Review Counterpoint 2. The "ensemble" statistics by JSC 

14. The Detailed Review states that "This statement is irrelevant, since the "size/RCS is 

Comment: The issue is that Haystack cannot use any data base, however good, to 

15. The Detailed Review states that "We have been unable to determine the origin of this 

Comment: As shown in point 10 above, the variance of the Haystack data is an order of 

16. The Detailed Review states that "The assumption that a 1% loss rate is inherently 

Comment: Space Debris Hazard calculates that "Haystack data would give = 0.002 

17. The Detailed Review states that "The author calculates the impact rate for a single 

Comment: JSC does not take issue with the impact rate calculated. The target and the 
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compared to the discrepancies under discussion. Those corrections also hold for Teledesic sized 
satellites and constellations. 

18. The Detailed Review states that "Assuming this €rend [in launch growth rate] to 
continue linearly ..." 

Comment: DoD, NASA, and other projections for LEO do not support this assumption. 
They fall sharply in the next few decades, as Discussed in Review Counterpoint 4. 

19. The Detailed Review states that "The average number of fragments (100) generated 
per collision is valid ..." 

Comment: Space Debris Hazard calculates the number of fragments per collision with 
DNA's fit to its DoD railgun experiments and Atlas test,13 which gives the cumulative number 
of fragments of mass greater than x produced in collisions of mass 2 as C(x) = A(Z/X)~,  where 
empirically B = 0.61+0.05 and A = 1/B - 1. It uses B = 213 for conservatism, which for a 2,000 
kg "average collision" and x = 0.6 kg for the smallest catalogue objects gives = 0.5(2000/0.6)2/3 
= 120, which is approximately the number stated by JSC. Space Debris does not use this crude 
calculation. It uses the differential fragment production dC/dx times the collision rate as the 
kernel of the integral over all target and projectile masses to determine the fragment production 
rate, which results in the average stated. JSC is correct in stating that the number of fragments is 
not linear with mass;" C only increases as = 2213, so the relative production from larger objects 
is reduced. 

20. The Detailed Review states that "The debris cloud from a collision is concentrated ...'I 

Comment: Debris is concentrated within about a 100 km altitude band for the velocity 
model assumed by JSC, which assumes that even the smallest 0.6 kg catalogue particles only 
have velocities of 0 to 200 ds.14 Its spread is directly proportional to the velocity increment. 
The Atlas explosion data contained velocities up to 500 m/s for 5 kg objects; the DNA railgun 
data gave velocities up to several km/s, independent of fragment size.15 With such.velocities, the 
fragments would not be concentrated. 

21. The Detailed Review states "Overa ll... we estimate the number of fragments per year" 
Comment: No basis for this statement is given, so it is not possible to comment on it. The 

22. The Detailed Review states that "It is important to note that the approach of the author 
basis for Space Debris Hazard's estimate is given above. 

to determine the "critical density ..." 

13. D. McKnight, et. al., "Fragmentation Algorithms for Strategic and Theater Targets (FASIT) 
Empirical Breakup Model," DNA-Kaman January 1994. 
14. D. Kessler, "Models of the Current LEO and GEO Environment" and discussion, NASA 

15. D. McKnight, et. al., "Fragmentation Algorithms for Strategic and Theater Targets (FASIT) 
Empirical Breakup Model," op. cit. 

JSC. 16-16 August, 1995. 



Comment: Space Debris Hazard does not use or discuss JSC's "critical density." 
23. The Detailed Review cites Space Debris Hazard as stating that "The total mass in 

Comment: The Detailed Review does not object to this statement. 
The Detailed Review cites Space Debris Hazard as stating that "Most of the mass is in 

LEO determines collision and cascade rates," 

catalogue particles, which as noted above, are the only ones that can produce significant 
secondary particles in a collision." 

' Comment: The Detailed Review does not object to this statement. 
The Detailed Review cites Space Debris Hazard as stating that "JSC estimates there is 

Comment: The Detailed Review does not object to this statement. 
The Detailed Review cites Space Debris as stating that this estimate is "on the basis of the 

t 

2,000 tons in LEO." 

difference between the inventories of launched and decayed material," which is the description 
given in the meeting at JSC.16 

Comment: JSC states that its estimate of "about 2000 tons is based on the objects known 
to be in orbit according to the USSPACECOM Catalogue." However, as discussed above, the 
USSPACECOM (AFSPC) Catalogue does not contain object masses-only radar cross sections, 
and the cognizant organizations in those commands have indicated that they do not know how to 
relate the two accurately. Information on the metrics of western payloads is sketchy; on FSU 
payloads it is nonexistent. JSC's most recent archival publication17 on debris references a 1981 
book for spacecraft metrics and a 1978 paper18 for fragments, which contains the same scaling 
used in Space Debris Hazard. Thus, if JSC does not construct an inventory, the basis for its 
estimate is unclear. 

'mass-area relationship established by JSC' does not correctly describe large, intact objec ts..." 
. 

in the use of the JSC models. 19 Space Debris Hazard integrated the area under the curve of flux 
versus diameter in the NRC's book on Orbital Debris20 to estimate the total area of objects in 

24. The Detailed Review states that "The wrong result of 800 tons indicates only that the 

Comment: This result was provided to JSC to indicate the inaccuracies that can develop 

16. R. Reynolds and P. Eichler, "Future Debris Environments Using the Evolve and Chain 
Programs," NASA JSC, 17 August 1995. 
17. D. Kessler, ttCollisional Cascading: The Limits of Population Growth in Low Earth Orbit," 
Adv. Space Res, Vol. 11, 1991, p. (12)63. 
18. D. Kessler and B. Cour-Palais, "Collision Frequency of Artificial Satellites: The Creation of 
a Debris Belt," Journal of Geophysical Research, Vol. 83, l  June 1978, p. 2639. 
19. D. Kessler, "Models of the Current LEO and GEO Environment" op. cit. 
20. G. Cleghorn, Orbital Debris, op. cit. 



orbit., which JSC does not dispute. It then multiplied it by JSC's mass-area relationship21 of 60 
kdm2 to a mass in LEO as about 800 tons. Subsequently, the author analyzed the AFSPC 
catalogue object by object, evaluated its total area, and multiplied it by 60 kdm2 to produce a 
refined estimate of the mass in LEO, which is close to JSC's value of 2,000 tons. 

mass-area relationship so much as the curves used represent the debris fluxes in Orbital Debris, 
which cut off too sharply at large sizes. That eliminates the large objects, which contribute little 
to'the flux, but contain about half the area and mass. Thus, it would appear that the curves in .  
Orbital Debris do not serve as a reliable basis for communicating collision, cascade, and debris 
issues to interested scientists, and should be changed. 

25. The Detailed Review states that "For the calculations of regions of potential 
instability ... intact object population." 

Comment: Those effects were also taken into account in Space Debris Hazard; see the 
Discussion of Review Counterpoint 4. 

26. The Detailed Review states that "As mentioned before ...[i t uses] mass according to 
USSPACECOM Catalogues." 

Comment: As noted in 23 above, the USSPACECOM (AFSPC) Catalogue does not have 
mass or an accurate approximation to it, so the meaning of this statement is unclear. 

27. The Detailed Review states that "We agree that the mass area relationship used for 
debris fragments is inappropriate for describing large, intact objects." 

Comment: As noted in 23 above, USSPACECOM (AFSPC) does not have a mass 
catalogue or correlation, and most collisions are with smaller objects, whose mass and size are 
not known, so the source of JSC's information on payloads, rockets, and debris is not clear. 

28. The Detailed Review states that "The author is apparently unaware of three other 
known means of production of objects in LEO ..." 

Comment: Of the three cited, the only potentially large source one is NaK leaking from 
RORSATs, which Russia denies. 

29. The Detailed Review cites the statement from Space Debris Hazard that "The two 
(explosions and collisions) differ in detail, but produce broadly similar distributions of particles." 

Comment: The Detailed Review does not disagree; it only adds additional information 
about millimeter particles, which are not measured on orbit. 

30. The Detailed Review states that it is a "A misleading statement" [that "The few 
characterized explosive ground tests produced large numbers of objects of low velocities."] 

In the process of refining this estimate, it became clear that the problem is not JSC's 

21. D. Kessler and B. Cour-Palais, "Collision Frequency of Artificial Satellites: The Creation of 
a Debris Belt," op. cit. 



Comment: JSC's additional data provides strong support to the discussion in 20 above of 
JSC's statement that "The debris cloud from a collision is concentrated ....I' The JSC model 
assumes that even the smallest catalogue particles only have velocities of 0-200 d s .  Their 
spread in altitude is directly proportional to their velocity increment. If ESOC experiments give 
700 m/s and Bess found 3 km/s debris, there would be essentially no confinement of fragments 
from explosions in constellations, which would further reduce collision rates. 

31. The Detailed Review states that "The author gives no basis for this statement" ["JSC 
uses the largest number of particles observed in explosions rather that the distribution average ...I 

Comment: The reference is to the 120 known explosions on orbit, which have produced 
about 7,000 fragments, or c- 60 fragmentdexplosion.22 JSC uses the largest number of fragments 
ever observed from an explosion, which is about 480.23 That is a factor of 8.3 larger than the 
average, as stated. 

32. The Detailed Review states that "Hypersonic collisions ... factor of 10,000" 
Comment: This was a typo; JSC's 1,000 was used. 
33. The Detailed Review states that "The opinion of the author is not supported by the 

Comment: The largest mock up target was about a factor of 100 smaller than the large 

. 

facts. There was a full scale collision experiment." 

objects of interest; the projectiles weighed about 100 grams rather than a ton; they moved at 3-6 
W s  rather than the 10-14 W s  on orbit. 24 That is not full scale, as stated. 

34. The Detailed Review states that "This statement is incorrect" [that "There is no 
evidence of fragmentation through ,collisions on orbit."] 

Comment: JSC is correct in stating that the two DoD interceptors fragmented as directed. 
The statement was intended to indicate that there is no evidence of fragmentation through 
random collisions between fragments on orbit, which is correct. 

unsupported by data, to describe collision fragment production." 

that the only data used in selecting JSC's 480 fragments per explosion is the largest explosion 
ever observed, rather than the average, as commented on in point 31 above. According to Mr. 
Kessler, that number is also used as the average number of fragments per collision.25 

35. "In summary, JSC does not use maximum explosion fragment production, 

Comment: Space Debris Hazard does not say JSC's model is "unsupported by data," only 

22. I. Grissom and G. Myers, "History of On-Orbit Satellite Fragmentations," NASA NA-19215, 
9th Edition, July 1995. 
23. D. Kessler, "Models of the Current LEO and GEO Environment" op. cit. 
24. D. McKnight, et. al., "Fragmentation Algorithms for Strategic and Theater Targets (FAS'IT) 
Empirical Breakup Model," op. cit. 
25. D. Kessler, "Models of the Current LEO and GEO Environment" op. cit. 



36. The Detailed Review states that "The author seems to be unaware,.Compares the 
value of 480 fragmen ts..." 

Comment: Space Debris Hazard's calculation of the number of fragments per collisions 
is given in 19 above. It uses DNA's fit to the DoD laboratory, field, and space experiments and 
gives approximately the average number of fragments observed.26 The basis for JSC's model is 
variously given as 300 fragments per explosion, which is about 5 times the historical average, or 
480 fragments per collision, which is about 8 times the value from the DoD experiments.27 The 
model inferred by JSC bears no relationship to the direct averaging of rates over target and 
projectile masses performed in Space Debris Hazard and described above, in which projectile 
area is a 30% effect. 

37. The Detailed Review states that "The author claims that NASA uses maximum 

Comment: This is a quote from Mr. Kessler to that effect.28 
38. The Detailed Review states that the "more recent calculations ... are apparently the 

Comment: Space Debris Hazard performs the appropriate integrals over target and 

explosion fragment production." 

author's erroneous estimate of the average mass involved in collisions ..." 

projectile mass, giving cascade-only doubling times of 2,000-3,000 years. It is not possible to 
compare the average mass involved in collisions, as not enough detail is given in JSC's papers. 

39. The Detailed Review states that "Kessler's instability analysis starts..." 
Comment: The reference cited byspace Debris Hazard was actually to the figure on 

"Exponential increase of the population due to collision chain reaction effects,"29 which "shows 
an increase from 70,000 to 1,000,000 particles in a centu ry... a factor of 10 greater than that 
inferred in the previous paragraph. It corresponds to a doubling time of about 25 years rather 
than the 240 estimated above," as stated. The Review did not object to these observations. Mr. 
Kessler's instability analysis is not needed for them. Probable launch rates are discussed above. 

40. The Detailed Review states that "Comparison of the rate of population growth from 
Kessler's instability analysis with rates derived from the future projections of EVOLVE and 
CHAIN is grossly incorrect." 

* 

Comment: Space Debris Hazard does not use or discuss such comparisons. 

26. D. McKnight, et. al., "Fragmentation Algorithms for Strategic and Theater Targets (FASTT) 
Empirical Breakup Model," op. cit. 
27. D. Kessler, "Collisional Cascading: The Limits of Population Growth in Low Earth Orbit," 
op. cit. 
28. D. Kessler, "Models of the Current LEO and GEO Environment" op. cit. 
29. R. Reynolds and P. Eichler, "Future Debris Environments Using the Evolve and Chain 
Programs," op. cit., Fig. 1 



The Detailed Review states that “An additional point is that Kessler’s instability model 
was confined to particle > 10 cm, while the EVOLVE and CHAW models predict particle 
populations > 1 cm. It is clear that the factor of 10 quoted by the author ...” 

10 cm particles were carried only as passive markers for comparison with the calculations by 
Drs. Reynolds and Eichler, who do not document how they do their calculations, or whether the 
smaller particles contribute. 

from normal launch activities at 5%/yr.” 

due to collision chain reaction effects,”30 whose subtitle is “basic population due to the 
continuation of the current launch activities (5% growth).”(emp. added). For the current = 70,000 
total objects > 1 cm assumed by JSC, that gives = S%/yr x 70,000 = 3,500 particles/yr. “That 
causes growth from 70,000 to 350,000 objects in a century,” as stated in Space Debris Hazard. 
Without this externally imposed 5%/yr linear growth, JSC’s doubling time from cascading alone 
would be 250 years, the doubling time using measured rates would be an order of magnitude 
larger, and cascading would be delayed for centuries to millennia, as discussed above. 

This figure appears as the “business as usual” baseline in both the NRC Orbital Debris 31 
and the OSTPInteragency Report on Orbital Debris 32documents. Thus, if projected launch rates 
are revised downward, the predictions and guidance given to the interagency review should be 
revised downward as well. Given the uncertainty of-the launch rates assumed, the strong 
sensitivity to them, and in the uncertainties discussed in the dynamics of growth or decay, not 
clear that the information is in hand at present to determine those revisions. 

influence of launch rates ...” 

Hazard, which is not challenged. JSC’s comments about the decrease in launch rates, trackable 
objects, and mass are Discussed in Review Counterpoint 4. 

cascading effects, as explosion fragments are negligible concerning cascading effec ts...[ the 
author] seems to be unaware of the fact that cascading effects are completely driven and 
dominated by the large, intact object population.” 

Comment: Space Debris Hazard treated cascading due to catalogue particles only. The 1- 

41. The Detailed Review states that “JSC does not assume continued growth of debris 

Comment: JSC briefed and discussed its figure “Exponential increase of the population 

42. The Detailed Review states that “The author has major misconceptions about the 

Comment: This statement does not actually refer to the passage cited in Space Debris . 

43. The Detailed Review states that “The decrease in the explosion rate is irrelevant to 

30. R. Reynolds and P. Eichler, “Future Debris Environments Using the Evolve and Chain 
Programs,” op. cit., Fig. 1. 
31. G. Cleghorn, Orbital Debris, op. cit., Fig. 8-9. 
32. Interagency Report on Orbital Debris, op. cit. Fig. 15. 



Comment: this statement is not consistent with Space Debris Hazard, in which the fact 
that collisions with fragments are an order of magnitude more probable compensates for their 
size. JSC’s comments on this subject are completely at variance with the priorities and data33 
presented in previous meetings and in many of the questions above. However, as yet 
undocumented, so it is not possible to comment on this surprising new development. 

The Detailed Review states “We are unable to account for the origin of the ‘factor of 18” 
Comment: JSC’s fragmentdcollision is high by a factor of 300/60 = 5, and its number of 

fragmentdcollision is high by = 480/60 = 8 (for the measured B = 0.61), so the actual number is - 
5 x 8 = 40. If JSC insists that “fragments are negligible concerning cascading effects,” the 
number would drop to 8, but it is not clear that such an assumption can be defended. 

conclusions reached in the paper ...” 

Review, and the Discussion of and Comments on them have been presented above, there is no 
need to go through each point. The distinction between “collisional cascading and collisions 
becoming an important debris source” seems semantic. The observation that “JSC models show 
that collisions become important long before cascading begins,” is useful, given the discussion 
above that no unintended collisions have yet been observed. 

It is candid for JSC to state that “the most important measure to avoid collisional 
cascading-limiting the accumulation of mass in orbit-has not yet been implemented, given its 
previous concentration on fragments and debris. JSC’s insistence that cascading effects are 
completely driven and dominated by the large, intact object population” are at variance with their 
earlier conclusions, and imply that the policies to reduce explosions and launch associated 
objects they advanced in the last three decades were irrelevant. 

Given JSC’s insistence on using high historical launch and fragmentation rates in their 
calculations 2nd dismissal of any but the largest intact rockets and payloads as sources, JSC’s 
current policy is clearly the immediate imposition of de- or re-orbit requirements on spacecraft 
and rockets at all altitudes. As noted, the “cross comparisonstt are done by close collaborators 
with a shared set of codes, so little meaningful peer review seems possible. Thus, a continuing 
independent assessment by the Department of Defense would clearly be beneficial to all. 

44. The Detailed Review states that “This last paragraph summarizes a set of incorrect 

Comment: As each of the conclusions in Space Debris Hazard, the Review, the Detailed 

33. R. Reynolds and P. Eichler, “Future Debris Environments Using the Evolve and Chain 
Programs,” op. cit., Fig. “Percentage of size class combinations.” 


